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Bell Drive, Suite 500, Reston, VA, 20191-4344. Remotely-piloted and unmanned air vehicles are becoming increasingly common, especially in the development process of new aerospace vehicles. During the development of a remotely-piloted vehicle at NASA, an autonomous return to the runway in the event of the loss of command uplink was required. Since the vehicle was to be operated within a restricted flight test range it was imperative that the vehicle avoid penetrating the range boundary in the process of maneuvering to intercept and follow the desired preplanned flight path back to the runway. This paper describes the elements of an autoreturn algorithm meant to meet this requirement. This algorithm has been realized and tested in a real-time flight simulation. The scope of this paper includes the elements unique to the autoreturn function; it does not describe the underlying control laws or autopilot (heading-and altitude-hold) subsystems.
Applications of this algorithm include any autonomously maneuvering vehicle that must plan in real time to avoid specific areas of airspace while performing a preplanned mission.
Autoreturn Requirements
Because the air vehicle to which this algorithm applies will be unmanned (normally remotely-piloted), the Air gates. Each gate is associated withanairspeed, altitude, position, and nominal heading.
The autoreturn functionprovides four-dimensional guidance tobring thevehicle back totherunway forthe automatic landing.Theautoreturn function works in conjunction with a vehicle-specific autopilot that provides heading command andflightpathoraltitude command features.
Autoreturn Desi_y_
The nominal autoreturn path is predetermined and hardcoded into the vehicle's flight control system. Since the vehicle's position at the time of loss-of-link is unpredictable, the autoreturn function must provide guidance to steer the vehicle from its present position onto the preplanned path, without exceeding vehicle flight envelope and range boundaries.
In addition to this requirement, the vehicle must detect an out-of-nominal approach path to the runway and initiate and perform a go-around maneuver when necessary.
The connection between the autoreturn function and the autopilot is a guidance law that takes errors in the vehicle's path and steers it back to the desired path.
Nominal Flight Path
As shown in figure 1 , the nominal trajectory consists of an ordered set of waypoints that lead from the test area to the runway landing pattern. The waypoints are defined in terms of latitude, longitude, altitude, and airspeed.
The flight path designer must also specify a nominal bank angle to use in steering, which should not exceed the maximum allowable bank angle. Combined with scheduled airspeed, this bank angle determines the turning radius (in still air) of the vehicle at each waypoint.
Two of the waypoints are placed in predetermined positions: one is placed below the runway which sets the glideslope intercept position on the runway, and the second waypoint is placed at the missed approach point. These are waypoints 2 and 1, respectively, in figure 1.
This information is stored on-board in the form of a "flight path" segments list, which includes turn radius (the value of 0 is used to indicate a straight segment), latitude, longitude, altitude, airspeed, heading and distance-to-go of the initial point of each segment.
The vehicle also carries on-board a complete waypoint definition list as well as a range boundary definition (described later).
Interception Algorithm
The on-board trajectory intercept planning is performed in real-time at the point that autoreturn is engaged (nominally due to loss-of-command-uplink, but possibly at the remote pilot's command). The algorithm uses an on-board Global Positioning System (GPS) for position information and then constructs an intercept trajectory from the present position, heading, and airspeed to one of the preplanned waypoints.
Only waypoints outside of the runway landing pattern (e.g., waypoints 5 and higher in figure 1 ) are considered as intercept targets.
The intercept algorithm considers both left-and righthand turns from the present position (using the nominal bank angle) with tangent lines from each initial arc to a corresponding intercept arc (both left-and right-hand turns) at each candidate waypoint as indicated in figure 2. This turning onto a prescribed path is similar to that discussed in reference 1 but different in that here the goal is to intercept a predefined trajectory at a particular point. The intercept arc is expected to be flown at the scheduled waypoint speed. With the speeds and nominal bank angle defined the turn radii fall out as
where v is velocity, g is the acceleration of gravity and (bnom is the nominal bank angle. With the turn radii calculated, the turning circles can be constructed using the current and waypoint headings for orienting the axes as shown in figure 3 for the two right-turn-first approaches (left turns are the reverse).
The planning algorithm connects straight lines between the waypoints with tangential circular arcs to "cut the corner" at each waypoint. The points of tangency between the turns and straight segments are denoted as
The required parameter for defining the turn sequences is the course heading from one turning circle to the next and that is defined as American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
where k is defined as 1 in the case of opposite turns, i.e. a right turn followed by a left turn or left followed by a right turn. fl as depicted in the figure is the angle from the current track to a line connecting the center of the initial turn to the center of final turn. 5'is also shown in figure 3 and is computed as
where k is as defined earlier, R1 and R2 are the turn radii, D is distance between the turn centers, andj is a parameter that has a value of +1 if the initial turn is to the right and 1 if it is to the left. If no viable path to any of the outer waypoints is found, the vehicle could adjust its speed to a nominal autoretum value, v..... and turn parallel to the closest range boundary and continue evaluating candidate trajectories to waypoints along the preplanned path until a viable choice is found. This is equivalent to finding ones way out of a maze by keeping one hand on the wall while always moving forward.
This was the strategy used in the real-time simulations in this study.
An alternative strategy, which in most cases, is a faster way out of the maze takes advantage of the boundary corner points and the knowledge of their numbering sequence.
To properly define the boundary, the comer points must be ordered, such that the order implies the connectivity. And, the boundary must be closed, so the first point is connected with the last. This ensures the vehicle will be heading back to the runway area. As more comer points come into line of sight, the target midpoint is recomputed and a corresponding path is found. If there is no path to that midpoint the algorithm temporarily backs off from using the highest and lowest numbered boundary point until a path is found. Figure 4 
In this case there is no viable two-turn intercept trajectory to any predefined waypoint.
The strategy then calls for a trajectory toward the midpoint of the highest and lowest numbered comer points to which the aircraft has line of sight.
In this case that is the midpoint of comers 7 and4 respectively (marked by the letter A in the figure) .
As the vehicle flies at Vnom toward that midpoint it continuously searches for an intercept path to any available waypoint and also checks for line of sight to the boundary comers.
When the vehicle reaches the point where the second vehicle silhouette is shown, corner 3 is within line of sight so a new midpoint is computed between 7 and 3 (shown as location [3 in figure 4 ). The process continues with new midpoints computed until, while on the way to midpoint E, a viable intercept path to the waypoint at the entrance to the landing pattern is found.
The trajectories computed to fly towards a midpoint are true S-turns with no straight leg segment between the turns. This minimizes the deviation between the trajectory and a line of sight to the target midpoint and thus reduces the likelihood of a trajectory intersecting the boundary." Trajectories that do intersect the boundary are discarded. Figure 5 depicts the geometry used to determine the lengths of the turn arcs to be commanded to come to the new course. The first arc is twice the magnitude ofy (the bearing to the end point of the first arc) and the second is the desired track minus the track at the time of the completion of the first arc.
From the figure it can be seen that 5'is given by
where j is as before and fl is the desired change in course. The computation of fiis as follows: The area of an arbitrarily complex region as defined here can be computed by summing the individual areas of triangles formed by each boundary segment (fence rail) and an arbitrary fixed point (vertex). This is easily visualized for convex shapes: imagine wedges of a pie. For regions that include concave boundaries, the strategy will work if the triangular area computation yields an opposite signed area whenever the triangle encloses space outside the boundary. This may seem as though it involves a complicated bookkeeping scheme, but the area computation can be succinctly performed with a determinant in a summation loop.
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Here xi and yi are the coordinates of the ith boundary point, xl and yl are the coordinates of the arbitrary vertex, and there are n boundary points.
The sign of the bounded area will depend on the direction of travel around the perimeter of the boundary, but the magnitude will be correct in the units of the coordinates squared. Note that the direction of travel around the individual triangle conveniently reverses whenever space outside the boundary is included. This method is simple to implement (the determinant, with its row of ones, can be written explicitly as five additions and three multiplications) and requires only a method to identify the boundary line that passes closest to the current position to construct the modified region.
This technique for area computation requires that the boundary be described in terms of a Cartesian coordinate system. The spherical coordinates of latitude, longitude, and altitude (including Earth radius) must be converted.
This requires the selection of a local reference point from which a delta in latitude can converted into a North-South distance and a delta in longitude can be put in terms of East-West distance based on the distance per degree at the current latitude.
Distance to boundary?
Computing the range to each boundary segment involves knowing the length of the segment and the length from the test point to the segment endpoints. The question then is whether the test point is adjacent to the segment such that a perpendicular from the segment could intersect the test point. To determine this, the following inequality is evaluated:
Here rg and rg+_are the distances from the test point to the segment endpoints and d is the length of the segment, as shown in figure 7. If this inequality is false, then the range to the segment is the length of the perpendicular which canbequickly found using lawof cosines forfinding theangle between theboundary and oneofthesides connecting test point toendpoint. Then theperpendicular distance is product ofthesineofthe angle justcomputed and thedistance fromtheendpoint to test point. Otherwise, theshortest distance to the segment isthedistance tothenearer endpoint.
Course-line distance to boundary
To compute the course-line distance to any boundary, the bearing (fl) from the vehicle to all the boundary points must be available.
The procedure amounts to looping through n+l boundary points (where point number n+l point number 1 to close the boundary)
searching for a sign change in the difference between the course and _i) from one node to the next. Where there is a sign change, the course-line crosses the boundary segment, as shown in figure 8. For nonconvex boundaries there may be more than one crossing.
Solving for the intersection points is a matter of constructing equations for the boundary line and the course-line and then solving for the intersection with additional checks to be certain that the intersection is on the finite segment length and forward of the vehicle (not behind).
Note that special logic must be used to account for North-South running boundary segments or courses where, when converted to a Cartesian system the slope is infinite.
Multiple intersections require computing the range to each and selecting the nearest.
Turn Limiting segment the one with the smaller bearing from the current heading is the limiting case and the limiting heading change is twice the bearing angle.
Guidance Law
The guidance law associated with the autoreturn function is shown in figure 10 . From a calculation of lateral error (y) and lateral error rate (ydot), provided by a navigation subroutine, an intercept angle back to the course line is formed and limited (presently to 45 degrees). This is added to the current scheduled track angle (Znav, from the flight path list) to form a track angle command, ,_fclnd.
The current track angle, Z_/o, is compared to the track angle command to form the track angle error. This error is used to form a heading change to correct the error.
The heading change is added to present heading to form a heading command and this is provided to the heading command autopilot to steer the vehicle back to the desired path. This algorithm is used for both straight and turning flight path segments. TheMatlab M-script forintercept generation hasbeen incorporated in a Matlabbatchsimulation for the development andevaluation of theboundary comer averaging algorithm. The batchsimulation fully exercises theon-board algorithms described herein.
Results
Shown in figure11is a runway, anarbitrary convex range boundary, thepreplanned flightpathsegments, andthevehicle position atthetimeof engagement of theautoreturn function. Alsoshown is theactual path flown bythevehicle (inareal-time simulation).
Figures 12and13depict autoreturn intercept solutions selected by the algorithm in the simulation froma varietyof initial positions andheadings. Notethe positions thatstart outside theboundary -noaction is takenuntiltheboundary is crossed, whena turnto intercept thenominal flight pathisgenerated. Note also thelargeradius of theinitialturn,resulting froma relatively high-speed initial condition.
Concluding Remarks
This paper has described a feasible solution to intercepting and following a preplalmed flight path to return a remotely-piloted vehicle autonomously to a recovery area while avoiding prescribed arbitrary range boundaries.
At present, the use of Matlab's Stateflow product is being evaluated as another solution for the flight control system implementation of this algorithm.
